Freedom
Independence

The Freedom range is designed to help individuals maintain their independence by providing an innovative solution to eating and drinking.

“Food and being able to feed oneself is one of the few independent pleasures left to those with age restricted mobility”.

Innovation

Steelite International continuously strives for innovation within its field and the products that they design.

Freedom is a perfect example of an innovative range designed for a market with specific and sensitive needs. All of the product design features address problems that individuals may face with restricted mobility.
Design

The range has been developed by Steelite International’s design studio with specific features in mind:

• The plates feature a cleverly designed undercut shoulder which is helpful in getting the food onto a spoon or fork. This greatly enhances the ease of eating without assistance.

• A wide food area adds stability and helps to hold the plate in place during a meal. The curved rim profile catches any tricky overspill and prevents foods from slipping onto the tabletop.

• The mug features two sturdy handles large enough to accommodate unsteady fingers and enabling a steady satisfying drink.

• A wide base on the mug means easy placement after drinking and the avoidance of spillage.

• All ceramic items are available in pure white and a range of cheerful colours which aid recognition of the food surface.
Inspiring
Innovative
Independent

Confidence

Not only does the Freedom range provide confidence in individuals by encouraging independence, you can also be confident in the quality and versatility of our range.

A complete range of standard items are available to co-ordinate with the offer, enabling people with restricted mobility to enjoy meals alongside their friends and family.
Trust

All ceramic products within the Freedom collection come with Steelite International’s lifetime edge-chip warranty (10 years in Germany) so you can rest assured knowing that you are in safe hands.
Freedom™

Plate 0122 25.5cm (10’’)
Plate Slimline 0211 23.0cm (9’’)
Plate Slimline 0214 15.75cm (6¼’’)

Essence Bowl 0598 14.0cm (5½’’)
Beaker Stacking 0403 26.0cl (9oz)

BLUE: 1606
YELLOW: 1607

Freedom Melamine™

Freedom Plate EL677 25.0cm (10’’)
Plate EL668 23.0cm (9’’)
Plate EL667 16.5cm (6½’’)
Bowl EL669 20.3cm (8’’)

BLUE: 68A534
YELLOW: 68A535
Freedom™

Plate Slimline
0209  27.8cm (10¼“)
0210  25.5cm (10“)
0211  23.0cm (9“)
0212  20.25cm (8“)
0213  17.75cm (7“)
0214  15.75cm (6¼“)

Plate
0122  25.5cm (10“)

Oatmeal Bowl
0126  16.5cm (6½“)

Soup Plate
0215  21.5cm (8½“)

Saucer Double Well
0158  Large 14.5cm (5½“)

Beaker Stacking
0403  26.0cl (9oz)

Double Handled Mug
0149  28.5cl (10oz)

Cup Stacking Slimline
0217  20.0cl (7oz)
0230  17.0cl (6oz)

Jug Harmony
0838  14.25cl (5oz)

RIO GREEN: 1529
RIO YELLOW: 1530
RIO BLUE: 1531
RIO PINK: 1532
WHITE: 1101
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